INTRODUCTION
Various techniques have been presented in the literature for decomposing a volume into hexahedral elements. Reference [1] provides an overview of many of these techniques. Most of these methods are applicable only for certain classes of geometry or do not provide sufficient control over the boundary quadrilaterals. Where a prescribed quadrilateral surface mesh is required with an arbitrary geometry, the applicability of most of these techniques is limited. The I DISCLAIMER of this document may be illegible in electronic image products.
Images are produced from the best available original document.
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The H-Morph technique uses some of the fimdarnental algorithms used for constrained triangulation or boundmy recovery. Given an initial set of simplices in R3 comprised of nodes, edges and faces, it is frequently necessary to modi~the arrangement of the edges and faces to conform to a particular pattern. For instance, three-dimensional domains are often decomposed into tetrahedral for purposes of developing a computational mesh for finite element analysis.
Faces and edges must conform to the boundary of the domain. Where Delaunay mesh generation techniques [2, 3] are employed, the tetrahedral can be generated by inserting nodes into the domain and locally retriangulating so as to adhere to the Delaunay criterion. This process generally does not take into account the boundary of the domain, permitting faces and edges to position themselves based only on the empty-sphere property [4] . As a consequence, a separate procedure for transforming the tetrahedral, known as boundary recovery, is employed so that resulting faces and edges are constrained to lie on the surface. The resulting mesh is often referred to as a boundary-constrained Delaunay mesh, since the process of recovering the boundary may not allow the Delaunay criterion to be satisfied.
Although application for constrained triangulation has long been Delaunay mesh generation, constrained triangulation can equally well be applied where internal boundaries must be honored.
In situations where material properties may change within a computational domain, the boundary between materials may need to be enforced. were the material boundaries are introduced after the initial tetrahedral have been placed, tetrahedral transformations may be applied locally to the simplices.
Another application for constrained triangulation is introduced in this work. With the H-Morph technique, an initial tetrahedral mesh is provided. The quadrilateral faces of the hexahedra are treated as internal surfaces, which must be recovered. Local transformations are performed on the simplices so that the six quadrilateral faces of a hexahedron are recovered from the mesh.
All tetrahedral internal to the six faces can subsequently be eliminated and a hexahedron formed in their place
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surface of the domain is fwst meshed with quadrilaterals. This can be done using any quadrilateral surface meshing technique. Using a method such as Q-Morph [7] or Paving [8] , with its characteristic well-aligned rows of elements, can improve the overall quality of the resulting hexahedra. A quadrilateral mesh may also be extracted from an adjoining volume, where multiple volumes may have been used in an assembly model. With the surface mesh in place, each quadrilateral is split into two triangles and the resulting facets passed to a tetrahedral mesh generator. Any boundary conforming tetrahedral mesh generation scheme [9] may be used, provided the density of internal points roughly matches that of the intended hexahedral mesh.
Lntemal node Iocations of the tetrahedral mesh need not correspond with precise node locations of the final hexahedral mesh, as subsequent operations will add, delete and adjust node locations. "
The boundary conforming tetrahedral mesh generator produces a mesh where pairs of triangular surface facets serve as the initial set of fronts for the advancing front hexahedral mesh generation The advancing front procedure involves processing individual pairs of triangles by forming hexahedra from the tetrahedral immediately adjacent. Transformations are performed on the tetrahedral in an attempt to provide a local topology matching that of a hexahedron. Once this is accomplished, the local tetrahedral can be deleted and a hexahedron formed in its place. The formation of each new hexahedron, in turn produces new triangle pairs that can themselves be used as the basis for new hexahedra. This tectilque continues until hexahedra from opposing fronts run into each other or reasonable quality hexahedra can no longer be formed. During this process, smoothing and clean-up techniques [11] are employed on the tetrahedr~to maintain and improve the tetrahedral element quality from which the hexahedra will be formed. Local smoothing operations are also employed on the nodes of the newly constructed hexahedra to improve hexahedra element quality. In cases where tetrahedral remain after the H-Morph process is complete, it is possible to use pyramid elements to maintain compatibility between hexahedra and tetrahedral. Reference [12] provides a description of the pyramid formation algorithm, where pyramids are formed using local tetrahedral transformations. edge. Figure 1 (c) -(d) show the process of recovering individual edges and faces from the tetrahedral. Finally, internal tetrahedral may be deleted and local smoothing techniques employed to improve element quality, as shown in Figure 1 (~.
TETRAHEDRAL TRANSFORMATIONS
Throughout the H-Morph process, various transformations must be made to the tetrahedral.
These transformations include rearrangement of the local topology in order to arrive at a condition that will better admit a topology to form hexahedra. Some of these transformations have been described in other literature [11, 13] . A summary of the transformations used in the boundary recovery process of the H-Morph aIgorithm are shown in Table 1 , where the initial and final tetrahedralare described in terms of their vertices. Application of these transformations will be discussed in subsequent sections of this work.
The swap23, swap22 andface-split operations begin with two tetrahedral sharing a single face. Table 1 illustrates how the transformed topology results in three, two and six tetrahedral respectively. Table 1 also illustrates the edge-split and edge-suppress operations where the initial configuration is the set of tetrahedral sharing a single internal edge in the mesh, sometimes referred to as a shell. For the edge-split operation, where the shell contains N tetrahe~the resulting conilguration will have 2N tetrahedral. The edge-suppress operation attempts to eliminate the edge ab by retriangulating the space occupied by the N tetrahedral of the shell. This can be accomplished by triangulating the non-planar polygon P = {nl, n2, ...n,v}and forming tetrahedral nwjn~and ninjn@for each triangle in polygon P, where n~nj,n~are vertices in P. The simplest form of the edge-suppression operation when, N=3, is the swap32 operation, the inverse of a swap23. For most of the operations described in Table 1 , a check must f~st be made to ensure that the resulting configuration will result in tetrahedralwith positive volume.
An additional common operation, which does not involve a change in topology, is the noderelocation operation. This involves simply repositioning a single internal node in the mesh.
This operation also requires local checks to ensure all neighboring tetrahedral do not become inverted. Where tetrahedral would otherwise become inverted, the node can be incrementally
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relocated to a position on the vector between the old and new location until all tetrahedral maintain a positive volume.
RECOVERY
Various approaches to the edge and face recovery process have been proposed, most notably that of Weatherill and Hassan[ 14] and George and Bourachaki [9, 13] . These are invaluable resources and serve as the basis for much of the boundary recovery process as implemented in this research. Within the context of the H-Morph algorithm, the edge and face recovery process is used for delimiting each individual edge and face of the hexahedra. Since the recovery process is applicable only for triangular facets, two facets per hexahedral face must be recovered.
The two-dimensional edge recovery process, described in the context of the Q-Morph algorithm [7] , can be effectively modified for the three-dimensional condition. U&ke the twodimensional case, the additional process of recovering a face is required. This is by virtue of the fact that even after enforcing the edges of a triangle facet in the tetrahedral mesh, there is no guarantee that a face will occupy the plane inside the edges. It is conceivable that any number of edges and faces may penetrate the plane of the face under consideration. The face recovery process is a set of procedures for eliminating these penetrating faces and edges to recover the triangle facet between three existing edges.
Edge Recovery
It is convenient to consider the edge and facet recovery procedures separately. First considered is edge recovery. The objective of the edge recovery is essentially to recover the top edge and diagonal edge of the quadrilateral as illustrated by the dashed lines in Figure 2 . The quadrilateral to be recovered will be described by nodes rzfn2n3nJ.Algorithm 1 is a description of the edge recovery process. A pipe, A(S), is fust constructed containing the set of all triangle faces through which the intended edge passes. Figure 3 shows an example pipe through which segment S passes from node A to B. Also shown is an exploded view of the tetrahedral involved in the pipe. After forming A(S), each face is processed by attempting to perform the swap23 operation, described in Table 1 . For each face, a set of three tetrahedral T"'(Fi)can be defined, resulting from the swap23. If the volume of any tetrahedral in T*(Fi) <0, then the face, Fi is placed back on the queue, A(S) to be processed again later.
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Unlike the two-dimensional case that is guaranteed to recover the edge, the three-dimensional case has no such guarantee. When any single face, Fi, fails the swap23 operation, George and Borouchaki [13] propose the insertion of one or more nodes into the mesh to resolve the issue.
This proposed resolution, although implemented and tested in the current research, in practice, resulted in an excessive number of new nodes introduced into the mesh. Additional nodes resuh in disproportionate numbers of tetrahedral, generally of low quality, on the interior of the mesh, tending to over-constrain the problem. In the traditional boundary recovery problem, the nodes are constrained to be stationary. Conversely, in the H-Morph process, since the node locations on the interior of the mesh can be readjusted, the edge recovery process can take advantage of this characteristic. As a resulL after an initial n attempts to swap any face Fi in the pipe, the node locations for faces remaining in the pipe not lying on the current front are adjusted or smoothed.
The smoothing operation is simply Laplacian [15] ,~~hichreadjusts the node locations to the centroid of the nodes attached by an edge. Once the node locations are adjusted, the edge recovery algorithm can be restarted, forming a new pipe, A(S) that must be reduced in the same manner.
In cases where the smooth operation fails to reduce A(S), the edge and face recovery process is aborted. Aborting the edge and face recovery process simply indicates that the current quadrilateral face under construction could not be completed with the current topology. Vi%en this occurs, the construction of the current hexahedron is also aborted and the front placed back on a list to be processed later. In most cases, when the same front is selected for processing again, the local topology wilI have changed enough as to result in a successfi.dedge and face recovery. A limited number of failures for any given front are permitted. After exceeding the permissible number of failures, the front is simply left with its adjacent tetrahedral, to be processed later for insertion of pyramid elements.
Algorithm 2 is an illustration of the procedure used for defining the pipe, A(S), referred to in step 2 of Algorithm 1. The procedure begins at node A and marches through the local topology along seuent S, collecting faces in the pipe as it goes, until finally arriving at node B where it .
terminates.
The first phase of Algorithm 2 is an attempt to determine through which of node A's adjacent tetrahedral, segment S passes. Let Fj be the set of 3 faces on tetrahedron Ti that have node A as a Algorithm 2, when segment S directly intersects either an edge or a node #B, rather than directly handling the case, an attempt is made to modifi the local topology. When S intersects an edge, the edge-suppression operation described in Table 1 is first attempted. If this is not successful, then the end nodes of the intersected edge are smoothed and repositioned using the noderelocation operation. When S intersects a node, the node is simply moved out of the way, again using smoothing and node-relocation. In the event the local topology is changed as a result of an edge or node intersection with S, Algorithm 2 must be restarted. On occasions, there are cases where the edge-suppression and smoothing operations will fail. When this occurs, the edge/face recovery procedure fails with the same consequences as addressed previously.
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Face Recovery
Once the required edges have been recovered in the tetrahedral mesh, the two triangular facets that will form the quadrilateral face of the hexahedron must be recovered. Similar to the edge recovery process, this is done by a series of tetrahedral transformations. Once determination of the penetrating edge has been accomplished, in order to eliminate edge EP,the edge-suppress operation described in Table 1 is used. For the simple case where there are exactly three tetrahedralin shel/(EP), the edge-suppression involves a swap32 operation, the simplest form of edge-suppression. This is the inverse of the swap23 operation previously mentioned and also described in Table 1 . If the pebble consists of a single shell containing exactly three tetrahedral,the swap32 operation is guaranteed to be successful, resulting in the recovery of the facet Fr. Where there exists more than one shell in the pebble or where the number of tetrahedral in shel/(Ep) is greater than three, there is no such guarantee that the edge suppression operation will be effective. The Current implementation of edge-suppression provides for cases up to a maximum of seven elements adjacent EP. The edge-suppression attempts to determine an alternate configuration of the tetrahedral in shell(EP) where the volume
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of all resulting tetrahedral is positive. If no such configuration exists, the edge-suppression operation fails.
Upon failing the edge-suppression, an alternative method is used to attempt to reduce the number of tetrahedral in shell(EJ. Frequently if the number of tetrahedral at EPcan be reduced, the edgeszippress operation will be successful. This reduction can be done by performing a swap23 operation on tetrahedral that share a common face on shell(EP). Each swap23 operation performed, effectively reduces the number of tetrahedral surrounding EPby one. The reduction of a shell must be done judiciously, in order to maintain reasonably shaped tetrahedral. Each set of two adjacent tetrahedral in shell(EP) is examined and the quality of the potential three tetrahedral formed from a swap23 operation is determined. The set, which results in the greatest minimum quality for any single potential tetrahedrq is selected to perform the swap23 operation.
On occasion, where the reduction can be pefiormed on a set of tetrahedral whose faces form a single quadrilateral face on the front, the swap22 operation, described in Table 1 can be used instead. This results in the diagonal edge at the tlont being swapped. In traditional face recovery applications, swapping a boundary edge would not be permitted, as all edges at the boundary would be considered, constrained. In the context of H-Morphj this is a harmless operation, as the diagonal edges on the quadrilateral faces are iiee to be swapped as needed.
Once the shell(EP) has been reduced, the edge-suppress operation can once again be invoked.
The reduction and edge-sppress operations can be iteratively effected until either the edge EPhas been eliminated or shell(EP) can not be further reduced. Figure 7 shows a simple example where failure to reduce the shell can occur. Although the penetrating edge, EP,has only three surrounding tetrahedral, a swap32 operation cannot be invoked without inverting one or more elements.
George and Borouchaki [13] refer to the configuration in Figure 7 as afirtree. In the case where an irreducible shell is encountered, rather than inserting additional nodes, the nodes on the pebble are first smoothed. This smoothing operation often results in the successfid execution of the face recovery process without having to insert additional nodes. In the rare occasions where the smoothing still fails to effect the face recovery, the current front is aborted and placed at the back of its state list to be processed later. Frequently, a subsequent operation will change the local topology enough that the resulting face recovery will be successful.
As illustrated by the preceding pages, the edge and face recovery operations can be reasonably complex. They are, however, the key to the success of the H-Morph algorithm. Once two triangle facets have been recovered from the tetrahedral, a quadrilateral can be formed and a new front defined. This process is repeated for each of the quadrilateral faces of the hexahedron.
EXAMPLES
A number of examples were solved using the H-Morph procedure to demonstrate its validity in generating hexahedral-dominant meshes. A simple blocky-type contlguration as shown in Figure   8 is first considered. This type of model is most often handled using a mapped meshing 
CONCLUSION
A novel new application for constrained triangulation has been introduced in this work. The hex-dominant mesh generation problem has long been a difficult problem. The proposed method satisfies many of the industrial requirements of finite element applications. The proposed method will conform to a prescribed quadrilateral surface mesh, is general purpose, and is able to mesh without the need to decompose or recognize special classes of geomehy. The approach proposed for the generation of hexahedral elements begins with an initial tetrtiedral mesh and systematically transforms the tetrahedral into a topology appropriate for the formation of wellshaped hexahedra. The process, built on the ideas initially developed in the Q-Morph algorithm [7] for two-dimensional quad meshes, utilizes an advancing front approach. Beginning at the boundary surface mesh, quadrilateral fronts are classified and processed, replacing tetrahedral with hexahedra as the algorithm proceeds. The proposed method is also able to maintain a valid mixed hexahedral-tetrahedral mesh throughout the entire procedure. This eliminates the need for meshing complex internal voids that would otherwise remain after meshing using other methods 
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